The KYOCERA ECOSYS FS-6530MFP combines robust functionality and ease-of-use with document imaging that is budget friendly and virtually worry-free. Our unique ECOSYS technology brings increased operating life and advanced reliability to this environmentally efficient multifunctional device. It’s the ideal choice for today’s busy workgroup while also benefiting cost-conscious businesses by offering one of the industry’s lowest total costs per print.

- Up To 30 Pages Per Minute
- Print, Copy, Color Scan and Optional Fax
- Business Application Capable
- Paper Capacity up to 1,600 sheets
- Easy To Install and Operate
- Minimal Service Intervention Required
- Long Life Components Provide Efficiency and Reliability
- Easy-to-Use Color Touch Screen Control Panel
ECOSYS

KYOCERA’s objective is to manufacture superior products with a low Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and minimize the impact on the environment. ECOSYS printers incorporate a patented long life drum which is separate from the toner container, eliminating drum replacement when toner is depleted — and reducing landfill waste. ECOSYS printers provide a printing solution that incorporates long life consumables and one of the lowest costs per print. The operating costs of traditional cartridge-based printers can easily exceed many times the original purchase price during the life of the product. Evaluate your printer costs today.

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS


Pages per Minute: Letter: 30 ppm; Legal: 15 ppm; Ledger: 15 ppm

Warm Up Time: 20 seconds or less (Power On)

First Page Out: Copy: 7.8 seconds or less

Print: 8 seconds or less

Display: 4.3” Touch Screen

Memory: Standard 1 GB RAM upgradable to 2 GB

Duplex: Standard Duplex

Electrical Requirements: 120V, 60Hz, 10.9A

Dimensions / Weight: 23.3” W x 23.3” D x 27.3” H (DP mainframe) / 115.1 lbs

PAPER SUPPLY

Standard Paper Sources: Standard 500 Sheet Drawer, 100 Sheet Multipurpose Tray (MPT)

Optional Paper Sources: 500 x 2 Sheet Drawer (PF-472); 500 Sheet + Cabinet Drawer (PF-470)

Paper Capacity: Standard: 600 Sheets

Maximum: 1,600 Sheets

Paper Size: 5.5” x 8.5” - 11” x 17” (Statement - Ledger)

Paper Weight: Drafts: 16 - 43 lb. Bond (60 - 163gsm); MPT: 80 lb. Bond (216gsm); PPD for Mac, PPD for Linux/UNIX

Input Materials: Drawers: Plain paper, Recycled paper

MPT: Plain paper, Recycled paper, Cover stock, Card stock, Envelopes

SECURITY SPECIFICATIONS

Standard: Local Authentication, Network Authentication (IPSec, HTTPS, LDAP over SSL, SNMPv3); Secure Print (IPP over SSL); Scan to e-mail (PGP/S/MIME over SSL); Scan to FTP (FTP over SSL); Scan to SMB/PC/USB; SSL

Additional Features: Auto Magnification, Auto Paper Select

Job Management: 100 Department Codes, 100 User Authentication (20 Customizable User Logins)

HARNESS THE POWER OF YOUR ECOSYS PRINTER WITH CUSTOMIZED BUSINESS APPLICATIONS

DMS LINK: Simplify document workflow through digital imaging, distribution, retrieval and long-time archival.

PINPOINT SCAN: Scan from your MFP to your PC with added speed, functions and versatility.

ACCESS LOCK: Give specific MFP user groups or departments access to only the device functions they require.

KYOCERA MOBILE PRINT: Simply and conveniently print files, web pages, and images using your smartphone or tablet.

SHAREPOINT CONNECTOR: Enhance collaboration utilizing your KYOCERA MFPs and your existing Microsoft SharePoint Server.
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